MAKING SENSE OF TRADITIONAL MEDIA ONLINE BIG DATA: A METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH
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INTRODUCTION

The analysis of media content has been central in social sciences, due to the key role that media plays in shaping public opinion (Flaounas, Sudhahar, Lansdall-Welfare, Hensiger, and Cristianini, 2012). However, the sizes of the corpora usually analysed are relatively limited. Some of the reasons for such limitation is that social scientists especially media researchers rely on little data and preliminary coding of the selected texts or visuals. The implication is that social scientists seldom engage computational technologies that allow massive scale investigations of big data, real time monitoring and system-level modelling of both local and global media systems. Computational technologies enable the automation of data collection, preparation, management, analysis and visualisation.

Thus, by an introductory approach, the chapter in general aims to demonstrate how media researchers can execute a big data analysis of traditional media online (TMO) using machine learning algorithms. Machine learning algorithms are problem-solving methods suitable for implementation as computer programs. Machine learning is inherently a multidisciplinary field. It draws on results from artificial intelligence, probability, statistics, computational complexity theory, control theory, information theory, philosophy, psychology, neurobiology, and other fields (Tom, 1997, Pp.17). Primarily, the automated process allows researchers to access two things that would be otherwise out of reach; first is the macroscopic patterns embedded in the big data of TMO; and secondly is the capacity to analyse such huge data that would hitherto not fit on a personal computer.

However, in an itemized arrangement, the following are the objectives of the chapter

CHAPTER OBJECTIVES

1. To provide an introductory guide to the scientific procedures for creating intelligence from TMO big data.
2. To introduce big data to the social scientist that primarily relies on little data and preliminary coding of selected texts or visuals but is nonetheless interested in analyzing TMO large datasets.
3. To introduce the scientific processes and some computational methods for analyzing the TMO big data.
4. Suggest other opportunities that abound with TMO big data.
LEARNING OUTCOMES

At the end of the chapter, the reader will recognize

1. The conceptualization of TMO big data; the diverse and consistent meanings of big data;
2. The value of the TMO big data
3. Rudimentary meaning of algorithms and machine learning algorithms
4. Some machine learning methods for analyzing and creating intelligence from TMO big data
5. The essential scientific processes for analyzing and creating intelligence from TMO big data